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THE BOARD | Inge Niedek

VIEW FROM
THE CHAIR
El Nino has been the dominating
event in the beginning of the year
2016 affecting many parts of the earth
and thus uniting global weatherforecasters in reporting one way or
another. According to NOAA El Nino
will be one of the strongest since
1950. The “ties” to climate change
in weather-reports are getting more
relevant, because they are combined
with our day to day weather.

middle of the 1990’s. One positive
effect was the absence of Hurricanes
in the Atlantic, MunichRe Insurance
(see separate report) is quoting in
their 2015 statistics.

To validate the influence of climate we
have to add year by year so that we
will be able to evaluate at least a 30year period to judge the development
of climate change. The more data that
are available the better to determine
a trend.

In April, NASA released the latest
temperature data for the globe,
showing that March of 2016 was the
hottest March on record since reliable
measurements began in 1880. The
month was 1.28 degrees Celsius, or 2.3
degrees Fahrenheit, higher than the
average temperature in March from
1951 through 1980, with particularly
scorching temperatures in the Arctic
(as has been the case throughout this
year so far).

The year 2015 finally set a record
as the warmest year globally, since
recordings began in 1880, with almost
0,9 degrees Celsius above the longterm average of the 20th century.
(see also separate report) This record
has been driven to a certain extent
by El Nino, which has influenced
weather patterns globally and
produced media-headlines dealing
with the worst floods between Brazil,
Paraguay and Argentina; less rain in
Indonesia and therefore devastating
and long-lasting fires originating from
agro- industries to clear fields for
monoculture; South-Africa - suffering
from the worst drought since the

The warming trend continues in 2016:
January has globally been the warmest
since 1880, according to NOAA, with
0,9 degrees Celsius above the longterm average of the 20th century.

This follows on temperatures for
January and February that, NASA data
show, were also the warmest for their
respective months in the agency’s
dataset. There have been already
more headlines dealing with climate
change and weather.
Great attention was received over
the ”Zika” mosquito spread disease
related to higher temperatures
due to a warming climate. But also

AFTER THE ENTHUSIASTIC
OUTCOME OF PARIS, ARE THERE
ANY SIGNS OF ADDITIONAL
CHANGE EXCEPT THE
CONTINUING CLIMATE CHANGE?
smog in cities produced headlines
in China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia,
France, Great Britain and Germany
during
high-pressure
weatherpatterns. In China the limits set by
WMO for smog levels of fine particles
caused by coal-burning, industrial
production and car exhaust fumes
are often exceeded more than 10
times. Stuttgart, a German city, had
smog-alarm already twice this year.
But rules to stop automobile-traffic
in order to reduce smog-values have
been kept voluntary and did not bring
any relief to the smog situation. In
China 1.4 Million people die per year
prematurely, 650,000 in India, in the
European Union about 180,000.
After the enthusiastic outcome of
Paris, are there any signs of additional
change except the continuing climate
change? Basically 3 months since the
COP 21 in Paris have passed. Refugeecrisis and low fuel-prices are drawing
the attention to other points of interest.
In this context the question has been
raised, whether in the case of Syria
there might be a connection of severe
drought-conditions, mass-escape and
civil war. Syria suffered from a severe
drought between 2006 and 2010
followed by repeated crop-failures
and a reduction of livestock. The UN
estimates that 1.5 Million farmers
and ranchers have lost their income
and have moved to other areas in the
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country. However safety experts from
the “Institut für Friedensforschung
und Sicherheitspolitik”IFSA (institute
for peace research and safety policy)
in Hamburg, Germany, concluded that
climate change may be a driver for
migration and conflicts but it should
be considered amongst other factors.
There is a need for more research
to determine more detailed complex
interactions.
Scientists are asked quite frequently
if the results of the Paris agreement
can be reached realistically. The
answer is: “Half and half”. Visible
signs of significant markings or
activities are missing so far. Globally
we have reached the “one degree”
temperature-rise from the lower limit
of the planned 1,5 to 2 degrees C
already. There is a window of 0,5 to 1
degree C left over.
We need more sincere engagement
to reduce CO2-levels, a change is
needed: “clearly spoken” better
yesterday than today.
Looking further at the “echo” of Paris,
a “visible” action can be seen in the
United States where Obama’s efforts
to enforce measures against climate
change have been blocked by the
Supreme Court. This initiated a long
process of court-trials, exchange of
arguments between different political
parties and interest groups.
The final outcome may be determined
by the next President of the United
States. Despite this development
there exists a lot of interest in “clean
power”, also in the economy, partially
driven by financial aspects.
Reading the statistics of EIA (U.S.
Energy Information Administration),
dozens of coal–power-plants have
been shut down, with a total capacity
of 15.000 MW because they were not
profitable any more. Just to compare,
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in Germany, the total installed power
of wind-park capacity in 2015 has
been about 41,651 MW.
In the meantime science is collecting
more facts and is working on further
studies and computer models to
find out more details to add to the
puzzle of climate change. This will
enlarge our knowledge and may help
to believe in a changing future for a
better climate.
New scientific studies in the
proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences (PNAS) reported from
research about global sea-level change
over historic time-periods. Changes in
sea-level have been tracked for 2.800
years, derived from sediment cores at
coastlines.
They concluded with a 95% certainty
that at least half of more than 5
inches (5 in=12,7 cm) of sea-levelrise detected in the 20th century was
directly caused by global warming
and at least 50% driven by human
activities. The results further show the
fastest sea-level-rise for 2,800 years.
The prognosis for the 21st century
would be a sea-level-rise from 24 to
131 cm, depending on the rise or fall
of industrial emissions.
All of these arguments are relevant
for weather-broadcasters. Climate
change will add to flooding in coastal

areas due to weather-extremes and
higher tides in already endangered
areas. Some of us will have to tell
the people, whose houses might be
under water with the next storm…or
high-tide, the long-term development
might be even worse.
We cannot stop further sea-level-rise,
even with measures to limit continuous
warming of the atmosphere, but we
can limit it through break up of using
fossil fuels.
We have to continue to bring the
facts to the people and point to
the consequences through climate
change, we are already seeing…..
certainly it needs time to set rules,
establish procedures, change laws,
start rethinking at most industries,
but we have to work on solutions to
communicate even better.
Inge Niedek, March 2016
(sources: NOAA, WMO, MunichRe, Climate
Central, German National Weather Service
DWD)

UK MET OFFICE WEATHER STAFF
ON STRIKE OVER GENDER PAY GAP
February 2016
The trade union Prospect, which represents the
majority of UK Met Office employees, says senior female
meteorologists earn about £7,000 less than their male
counterparts

It says its current pay policy is restricting the Met Office's
ability to close the equal pay gap and retain specialist
staff.

Staff at the Met Office have begun a walkout in a strike
over a 10% gap in male and female salaries.

Union spokeswoman Helen Stevens said the strike
action was not being taken lightly by "loyal and
committed" staff, adding the government "talks the talk on
fair and equal pay, but does not walk the walk".

The trade union Prospect, which represents the
majority of Met Office employees, says senior female
meteorologists earn about £7,000 less than their male
counterparts.

Prospect claims the government is restricting how the
Met Office rewards its staff. The Met Office said it was
working to ensure services "critical for safety of life and
property" were maintained during the strike action.

The Met Office, based in Exeter, conceded the 24-hour
industrial action could disrupt some weather services.
It said it was aware of the pay gap and was "committed
to reducing it".

It provides information for a wide range of customers
including the armed forces, energy and retail companies
and for BBC weather forecasts, although the BBC
announced last summer it was cancelling its weather
forecasting contract after nearly 100 years.

The Met Office says it is currently reviewing the findings
of a pay audit to understand the reasons behind the
gender pay gap.

The Met Office said its current gender pay gap was
"in line with the public sector and better than the UK's
industry-wide figure".

It is the second time in a year staff at the Met Office have
taken strike action over pay. The walkout began at 07:00
GMT.

"The Met Office has carried out a pay audit and is now
reviewing the findings to understand the reasons behind
the pay gap it has revealed and decide on next steps," a
statement added.

A group of union members are travelling to London to
lobby MPs in a bid to get the government to give the
Met Office more freedom in how it pays its staff.

©BBC
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16th EMS ANNUAL MEETING AND

11th EUROPEAN CONFERENCE ON
APPLIED CLIMATOLOGY (ECAC) | 12th–
16th SEPTEMBER 2016 | TRIESTE, ITALY

CONFERENCE VENUE
The 16th EMS / 11th ECAC
will take place in the Stazione
Marittima Congress Centre
Trieste, Italy.
The congress
centre is located in the historic
and business centre of Trieste
and close to the main hotels.
Overlooking the sea, for over
20 years it has been hosting
medical, scientific, economic,
trade-union, religious and
sports conferences, seminars,
courses and competitions.
Situated in a strategic position,
a few steps from the main
hotels of the city, the Palazzo
dei Congressi is surrounded
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by the sea on three sides and
its entrance opens onto the
city centre, a few metres from
Piazza Unità d’Italia. There is the
possibility to organize buffets
and cocktail parties in the
exhibition areas and in the bar
overlooking the sea for nearly
1000 people.

HOW TO GET TO THE VENUE
The EMS encourages all
participants of the conference
to investigate the possibilities of
travelling to Trieste by train.
The
Stazione
Marittima
Congress Centre is only about
1 km away from the central

railway station of Trieste and can
be reached on foot in around
10 minutes. Alternatively, bus
no. 8 connects the train station
and the Congress Centre. Taxis
are also available outside of the
station.
The closest airport is the “Trieste
– Friuli Venezia Giulia Airport”.
The airport and the Trieste city
centre are connected by bus no.
51.
More information regarding
transport options from and to
the airport are available at the
airport website airport website.

CONFERENCE CONTENT
The IABM will be participating in the seesion
‘Communication and education (CE)’ :
chaired by Tanja Cegnar (SEA Slovenia)
The CE programme provides a platform
for discussions on the provision and
dissemination of meteorological and
climate information to society.
This includes strategic issues such as the
development of adaptation strategies and
communication within and through all
types of media. Far-reaching challenges
will also be discussed such as the role of
meteorology and atmospheric sciences
in education and training, and important
aspects of career development.
Communication and the interpretation
of uncertainty in seasonal prediction and
climate projections will also be addressed.
The EMS Conference provides an
opportunity for Broadcast Meteorologists
to meet and exchange views. Although held
in Europe, colleagues from the other side
of the pond regularly attend and present
papers.
For full details of the conference, including
suggested hotels please visit www.
ems2016.eu/home.html
Member of the Board of the IABM will be
in attendance and a brief Annual General
Meeting will be held.
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44th CONFERENCE ON
BROADCAST METEOROLOGY 15th
– 17th JUNE 2016 AUSTIN, TEXAS,

By Paul Gross (Twitter: @PaulGrossLocal4)
All meeting sessions for the
conferences will be held at the
DoubleTree by Hilton Austin Hotel,
6505 N Interstate 35, Austin, TX
78752.
Attendees are responsible
for making their own hotel
arrangements. We urge you to book
your hotel room at the DoubleTree
by Hilton Austin Hotel as revenue
from sleeping rooms helps offset
other meeting costs and is passed
down to attendees in keeping
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registration rates to a minimum.
A block of rooms have been
reserved at the hotel for meeting
attendees at the special rate of $135
single/double plus tax. Rates do
not include applicable sales and/or
occupancy tax, currently 15%.

reservations must be guaranteed
by credit card, first night deposit
or to your direct bill account.
Reservations must be canceled by
4:00 PM, 24 hours before the day of
arrival or the first night of the stay
will be charged.

To book your room please call
(512) 454-3737, asking for
Reservations and reference the
American Meteorological Society’s
44th Conference of Broadcast
Meteorology room block. All

More information at: https://
www2.ametsoc.org/ams/index.
cfm/meetings-events/amsmeetings/44th-conference-onbroadcast-meteorology/

2015 was Hottest Year on Record
Geneva 25 January 2016 (WMO) The global average surface
temperature in 2015 broke all
previous records by a strikingly wide
margin, at 0.76±0.1° Celsius above
the 1961-1990 average. For the
first time on record, temperatures
in 2015 were about 1°C above the
pre-industrial era, according to
a consolidated analysis from the
World Meteorological Organization
(WMO).

"We have reached for the first time the
threshold of 1°C above pre-industrial
temperatures. It is a sobering moment
in the history of our planet, " said
Mr Taalas. " If the commitments
made during the climate change
negotiations in Paris and furthermore
a higher emission reduction ambition
level is reached, we still have chance
to stay within the maximum 2°C limit,"
said Mr Taalas.

WMO combines three
internationally-renowned
observational datasets with those
from sophisticated reanalysis
systems. As such it provides the
most authoritative international
reference source
Fifteen of the 16 hottest years on
record have all been this century,
with 2015 being significantly
warmer than the record-level
temperatures seen in 2014.
Underlining the long-term trend,
2011-15 is the warmest five-year
period on record.
The record temperatures over
both land and the ocean surface in
2015 were accompanied by many
extreme weather events such as
heatwaves, flooding and severe
drought.
"An exceptionally strong El Niño
and global warming caused by
greenhouse gases joined forces
with dramatic effect on the climate
system in 2015," said WMO SecretaryGeneral Petteri Taalas. "The power
of El Niño will fade in the coming
months but the impacts of humaninduced climate change will be with
us for many decades."

Studies (GISS) operated by the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA). The WMO
also draws on information from
reanalysis systems, which use a
weather forecasting system to
combine many sources of data to
provide a more complete picture of
global temperatures, including in
Polar regions. WMO takes data from
the reanalyses produced by the
European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts.
The HadCRUT4, NOAA and NASA
datasets all showed that 2015 was
the warmest year, as did the ECMWF
reanalysis.

"Climate change will have
increasingly negative impacts for
at least the next five decades. This
emphasizes the need to invest in
adaptation besides mitigation.
It is important to strengthen the
capability of countries to provide
better disaster early warnings to
minimize human and economic
losses. Climate change increases
the risk of weather related disasters
which are an obstacle to sustainable
development," he said.
The WMO global temperature
figure is principally derived from
datasets maintained by the
Hadley Centre of the UK’s Met
Office and the Climatic Research
Unit, University of East Anglia,
United Kingdom (HadCRUT4);
the US National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) National Centers for
Environmental Information; and
the Goddard Institute of Space

WMO uses 1961-1990 as the
internationally agreed base period
for measuring long-term climate
change. The average global
temperature during that period was
14°C.
The global temperature data set of
the UK's Met Office goes back to
1850, and those of NOAA and NASA
to 1880.
WMO will issue its full Statement on
the Status of the Global Climate in
2015 in March, with comprehensive
details of regional trends, extreme
events, sea ice, sea level rise
and tropical cyclones. WMO's
provisional Statement on the Status
of the Global Climate in 2015 and
for the 2011-2015 five year period is
available here.
The World Meteorological Organisation is the
United Nations System’s authoritative voice on
Weather, Climate and Water
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CLIMATE CHANGE SETS NEW RECORDS
Planet sends powerful message on Paris Agreement

A prolonged run of record global
temperatures and extreme weather,
the rapid melting of Arctic ice, and
widespread bleaching of ocean coral
reefs underline the urgent need to sign
and implement the Paris Agreement
on climate change, according to the
World Meteorological Organization
(WMO).
WMO Secretary-General Petteri Taalas
said that 2016 has so far overshadowed
even the record-breaking year of 2015.
“The magnitude of the changes has
been a surprise even for veteran
climate scientists. The state of the
planet is changing before our eyes,”
said Mr Taalas.
“If the international community
acts immediately to halt the rise in
CO2 emissions, we can still hope to
stabilize global warming over the
coming decades. If not, the negative
consequences will last for tens of
thousands of years.”
“WMO welcomes news that a record
number of governments will sign
the historic climate agreement on 22
April. WMO and the world’s national
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weather services will support the
rapid implementation of the Paris
Agreement and the adoption of climate
change adaptation measures,” said
Mr Taalas.
It is important to pay attention to
adaptation, since the negative trend
of growing number of weather related
disasters is expected to continue
at least until the latter half of this
century. There is a need to invest
more in modern disaster early warning
and climate services especially in
developing countries.
WMO is working on an Integrated
Global Greenhouse Gas Information
System that will allow governments to
identify and closely monitor specific
sources of national emissions in order
to craft more targeted measures for
limiting them.
It is also giving top priority to
developing reliable and accessible
climate information products that the
energy sector can use to fine-tune the
management of renewables sources
such as solar and wind power and
increase energy efficiency.

Impacts of Climate Change
A powerful El Niño has contributed to
the high temperatures and extreme
events witnessed in recent months.
However, the main driver is longterm human induced climate change.
Each of the past several decades has
been significantly warmer than the
previous one. The period 2011–2015
was the hottest on record, as was the
year 2015.
The first three months of 2016 also
broke temperature records, by the
biggest margin ever measured,
according to preliminary data from the
U.S National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, NASA and the Japan
Meteorological Agency.
Other worrying developments so far
this year include:
·
Concentrations of carbon dioxide
in the global atmosphere reached
403.28 parts per million in February
2016, according to NOAA.
·
The maximum Arctic sea ice
extent, recorded in March 2016, was
the lowest on record for the second

‘It is important to pay attention to adaptation, since the negative trend of
growing number of weather related disasters is expected to continue at
least until the latter half of this century.’
straight year, according to the U.S.
National Snow and Ice Data Center
which said it was a “warm crazy
winter in the Arctic.”
·
An unusually early and large
Greenland ice sheet melt occurred in
the week of 11 March, beating by a
month the previous record of more
than 10% of the ice sheet melting.
“We had to check that our models
were still working properly,” said the
Danish Meteorological Institute.
·
Ice breakup in the Beaufort Sea
north of Alaska was unusually early.
·
A devastating coral bleaching
event which began in October 2015
worsened in 2016 because of record
sea surface temperatures. Australia’s
iconic Great Barrier Reef was among
the worst affected.

·
Drought triggered by El Niño
caused widespread food insecurity
and hydroelectric power shortages
in the Horn of Africa and southern
Africa, whilst parts of South America
– including Argentina, Paraguay and
Uruguay – suffered serious flooding.
Adaptation Tools
Because of past and present
emissions, there will be more hot
days, warm nights and heatwaves.
This will affect public health and
put a strain on societies. But health
risks related to heat can be reduced
through multi-hazard early warning
systems that provide timely alerts to
decision-makers, health services and
the general public.

needed to deal more proactively with
droughts and provide decision-makers
with guidance on effective policies
and land management strategies.
Climate change is also increasing
the risk of heavy rains and floods.
Progress is being made in the use
of impact-based warnings, which
describe the physical impacts of
a hazard, rather than difficult-tointerpret measurements such as “100
km/h wind” or a “3m sea-surge.” This
helps disaster managers take timely
action to save lives and property.

Integrated drought management is
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HOW A U.S. SUPREME COURT DECISION SAVED
LOCAL TV NEWS
Or:
How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love Super
PACs
BY STEVE SWIENCKOWSKI
The year was 2009. The United
States was still struggling to
climb out of a nationwide
recession brought on by the
subprime mortgage crisis which
began in late 2007. Roughly 6%
of the entire U.S. workforce lost
their jobs.
At local TV stations, ad revenue
plummeted, especially from car
dealerships, traditionally the
top advertiser on local TV. As
the money flow slowed to a
trickle, stations started to trim
workers and salaries.
Two events helped to turn
things around: an Obama
administration program and a
Supreme Court decision.
“Cash For Clunkers” was a
three billion dollar federal
program designed to encourage
U.S. residents to buy new, more
fuel-efficient vehicles while
ditching their “clunkers”. It
had an immediate impact on
most local car dealers and
they started advertising again
thru their favorite outlet—local
TV! The program started in the
summer of 2009 and by fall TV’s
were throbbing again with ads
from local car dealers.
Then, in January of 2010, the U.S.
Supreme Court issued a ruling
now known as “the Citizens
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Steve Swienckowski is a former TV Meteorologist and winner of
the “Best Presenter” prize at the 1998 Festival International de
Météo. Since 1999, he has been President of DCA Talent, a jobfinding and coaching agency for U.S. TV presenters.

United decision”. It (along with
a subsequent, lesser-known
decision) helped pave the
way for the formation of socalled “super PACs”, political
action committees.
These
organizations now dominate
the political landscape, pooling
contributions from donors
and spending billions on
television advertising. More
importantly, many PACs insist
that their adverts air only in
news programs. That caused
a bit of a problem for station
managers back in 2010, but it
was a problem they were happy
to have. The problem?: not
enough ad space (“inventory”)
to air the spots!
In the “old days”, most local
TV stations had evening news
shows (half-hours) at, for
example, 6pm and 11pm (in
the Eastern and Pacific Time
Zones).
They also had a
morning newscast, perhaps,
and a half-hour at noon. That’s
roughly two to three hours of
news programming each day.
When super PACs started
knocking on the door, they
started eating up all the
available advertising slots in
the news shows. So, managers
thought, “If we have sold all our
inventory, we’ll just create more
inventory!”. And they did - by

adding more news programs to
their lineups!
One more note about the
political ad revenue that
started to pour in: it was top
dollar. If you decide to run for
mayor of your town and you
want to advertise, stations
are mandated by law to sell
ad time to you at the lowest
price on their rate cards. This
regulation was implemented
to “level the playing field” and
give candidates with smaller
war chests an opportunity to
buy ad time at the same price
their better-funded competitors
paid.
But, a PAC is not an individual
and stations are not relegated
to selling ad space to PACs
at their lowest rates. In fact,
during times of high demand,
we’ve seen rates well above
market norms.
This from Bloomberg.com:
“Contracts on file with the
Federal
Communications
Commission show Republican
Jeb Bush’s campaign paying
rates around $500 for a
30-second spot on WHO-TV’s
evening news show in January.
Right to Rise, meanwhile, the
super-PAC supporting Bush, is
booked to pay seven times as

AT LOCAL TV STATIONS, AD REVENUE PLUMMETED, ESPECIALLY FROM
CAR DEALERSHIPS, TRADITIONALLY THE TOP ADVERTISER ON LOCAL TV
much for a similar spot.”
As a result, managers started
saying things to me like, “We
don’t know where to put all the
money!”
The whole sequence of events
might best be chronicled by
looking at snippets from the
quarterly newsletters we sent to
our clients (U.S. TV presenters)
during these turbulent times.
October 2008: Media General
workers are being forced to
take unpaid ‘“furloughs” of ten
days. Fox Television is cutting
salaries 10% across the board.
February 2009: 1,200 people
lost jobs in TV news in 2008 (4.3
percent of the TV workforce).
March 2009: 15% of our clients
forced to take two weeks unpaid
furlough. 11% forced to take
one week unpaid furlough. 8%
saw retirement benefits axed
and/or healthcare premiums
increase dramatically.
11%
asked to forego raise. 6% told
there would be no raise (not
asked).

June 2009: Study reveals salaries
fell in TV news for the first time
in fifteen years! Overall, TV
news salaries fell 4.4 percent in
2008. Tack on inflation at 3.8
percent, and real wages fell by
8.2 percent in TV news.
February 2010: 400 people in
local TV news lost their jobs in
2009 accounting for 1.5 percent
of the local TV workforce.

staffs, found a gain of 750 jobs
in 2010.
January 2013: 37% of news
directors reported added a
newscast in 2012.
March 2013: Here’s a look at
the 52 week performance (all
positive) of some of the TV
industry’s biggest stocks:
CBS
DIS
EVC
GCI
GE
GTN
JRN
MDP
MEG
NXST
SBGI
SSP
TVL
WPO

July 2010 (the rebound begins):
We placed 24 clients into new
jobs in the first six months of
there year. In the past, that
would be a good number for
the entire year! Local TV ad
revenues are up almost 25
percent in 2010 compared with
2009.
January 2011: We placed 51
people into new jobs in 2010,
a new record for us! KSDK in
St. Louis is adding newscasts
next month, giving it six and a
half hours of local news each
weekday, its highest count to
date.
February 2011: Bob Papper, a
Hofstra University professor
who surveys local television

59 %
35 %
410 %
77 %
18 %
456 %
59 %
55 %
152 %
492 %
223 %
79 %
419 %
37 %

So, while the political and social
implications of Citizens United
are hotly debated in many
circles, the economic benefits
to the local TV industry can
hardly be believed.
And to think: it was a 5-4 vote.
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A PROJECT TO HELP US COMMUNICATE
THE SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE
FROM PAUL GOSS - UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Over many years I have had many conversations with
colleagues (including some of you) about if and how
you communicate the science of climate change.
What I have learned is that, while a few of us do talk about
this subject in our broadcasts, and also accept invitations
to give climate change lectures, many do not. There are
many reasons for this, and the most
common are:
1. Not enough knowledge about the science.
2. Not enough images and graphics to use to communicate
the science.
3. No convenient way to get the knowledge and graphics.
I speak often about climate change in my broadcasts,
and I also give many lectures. In fact, my lectures are
so popular that every lecture usually results one or two
invitations to speak to other groups. There is clearly
a strong desire by my viewers (and probably also yours)
for the truth about climate change.
But how do we make it easier to present the topic in
lectures (and in our broadcasts)?
Over the past several years, I have put together a
PowerPoint presentation of various charts and graphics.
Some of them are nice graphics, while others are not.
And there is very little consistency in the format of the
slides. I put the presentation on a flash-drive and bring
that to the lecture, where I plug it into a computer and
project the slide show on a screen. My PowerPoint
presentation is okay, but I want it to be much better.
Some of you who attended last year’s FIM weather
conference in Paris met Bernadette Woods-Placky from
Climate Central (pictured right). As I pondered the
above question, it suddenly occurred to me that Climate
Central, which already provides high-resolution graphics
about climate change that we can use on television, might
be just the right people to work with.
So I called Bernadette and proposed that we work on a
new master PowerPoint slideshow using Climate Central
graphics, and we have had a series of conference calls
recently to work on this. It is our goal to have this done
in time for the American Meteorological Society’s annual
conference on broadcast meteorology this June, where
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Bernadette and I will give a talk about the project, and
then give a free flash-drive with the PowerPoint to any
colleague who wants one. Climate Central has been
very supportive, and is even supplying the flash-drives.
While this project is right now focusing on the United
States, many of the graphics are universal and can be
used by anybody. Perhaps in the future, our project can
add graphics to personalize the presentation for other
continents. If that becomes reality, I most certainly
will let you know.
We broadcast meteorologists and weather presenters
are the ones who need to inform the world’s citizens
about climate change. I hope that this project
eventually helps us to do that.

WWA SUPPORTS FINDINGS OF NEW
NATIONAL
ACADEMIES
REPORT:
Attribution
of
Extreme
Weather Events in the Context
of Climate Change
PRINCETON, N.J. March 11 —
The World Weather Attribution
(WWA) program – a partnership
of Climate Central, University of
Oxford, University of Melbourne,
Royal Netherlands Meteorological
Institute and Red Cross Red Crescent
Climate Centre – welcomes the
National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering and Medicine report
Attribution of Extreme Weather
Events in the Context of Climate
Change. The report reflects a
consensus on the current state
of the science of attribution of
extreme weather events to humancaused climate change and natural
variability. In short, it states that the
science on attribution has advanced
to the point that the notion “we
cannot attribute any single event to
climate change” is no longer true.
The report goes on to say that in
many cases, it is now possible to
make quantitative statements about
the extent to which human-induced
climate change has influenced either
the magnitude or the probability
of occurrence of specific classes of
extreme events.
“This report makes clear that most
heat waves, and some heavy rainfall
events and droughts can, in fact, be
scientifically tied to climate change,”
said Heidi Cullen, Climate Central’s
Chief Scientist. In her New York Times
editorial, Cullen drew a similarity
between the Surgeon General’s
landmark 1964 report linking
smoking to an increased risk of lung
cancer, and the Academies report
connecting global warming to the
increased risk and severity of certain
classes of extreme weather.

“The attribution of the increasing
frequency and intensity of heat
waves to human-caused climate
change has raised awareness that
climate change is happening now
and already affecting some extreme
events,” said David Karoly, Professor
of Atmospheric Science at the
University of Melbourne.
“The report reaffirms the importance
of an evidence-based approach to
the attribution of extreme weather
events,” explained Myles Allen,
Professor of Geosystem Science at
the University of Oxford. Allen was
the first to propose probabilistic
extreme event attribution as a
means to quantify how much
additional greenhouse gas levels
in the atmosphere had increased
or decreased the probability of
occurrence of a particular extreme
event.
The report states that confidence in
linking specific extreme events to
climate change is highest for heat
waves and cold events, followed by
heavy rainfall and certain types of
drought. The report notes that there
is little, if any, confidence in the
attribution of tornadoes, hurricanes
and wildfires. “Even though the
influence of rising greenhouse gases
is, quite literally, all around us, it is
only making some extreme weather
events more likely to occur. Others
may have been made less likely, others
unaffected, or it may be too early to tell.
And the answer doesn’t just depend on
the type of event, but context, like the
state of El Nino. This is why we do what
we do,” added Allen.
WWA applies a unique scientific
approach
that
combines
observational data, analysis of a
range of models, peer-reviewed

research, and on-the-ground reports.
The Academies report stresses the
importance and value of bringing
multiple scientifically appropriate
approaches together. “It’s important
to analyze the event in different ways,
using both observations and different
climate models,” said Geert Jan
van Oldenborgh, researcher at the
Royal Netherlands Meteorological
Institute. “That way we know when
we can make a robust statement on
the influence of climate change, and
when we cannot do that yet.”
The report stresses the importance
of clear communication around
attribution. A vital part of WWA
is researching the best ways to
communicate the science of
attribution to ensure that this
relatively novel information is
well understood and usable to
governments, businesses and the
general public. “If the public are being
asked to do something about climate
change, they deserve to know what
climate change is doing to them,” said
Friederike Otto, Senior Researcher at
the University of Oxford. “Attribution
is important for planning, to avoid
the all-too-human tendency to blame
any extreme weather event on climate
change, and assume we will therefore
see more of the same in future.”
CONTACTS:
Myles Allen (University of Oxford)
myles.allen@ouce.ox.ac.uk
Heidi Cullen (Climate Central)
hcullen@climatecentral.org
David Karoly (University of Melbourne)
dkaroly@unimelb.edu.au
Friederike Otto (University of Oxford)
friederike.otto@ouce.ox.ac.uk
Geert Jan van Oldenborgh (KNMI)
persvoorlichting@knmi.nl
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CAREER RUMINATIONS FROM FORMER
PRESENTER CLAIRE MARTIN
•

Having to revisit one’s curriculum vitae at the age
of 50, can be a tad humbling. The first couple of
paragraphs of my most recent “short” bio state
the following:
“Claire Martin, a national and international award
winning TV meteorologist/host and a veteran of
the Canadian media industry, has worked in the
public service, as well as on-and-off camera for
public and private broadcasters for nearly 30
years.
An academically degreed meteorologist and a
passionate environmentalist, Martin ran as the
Green Party candidate in North Vancouver, BC in
the 2015 Canadian federal election campaign.
Despite losing to the Liberal candidate, Martin
has stated that the experience offered an
“exceptionally unique opportunity to examine and
develop the best practices in engaging the general
public in an open and frank dialogue about the
effects of climate change in Canada.”
Yet that just doesn’t seem to reflect the chaos of
my life over the past few years!
Since leaving my “home” of TV weather
presentation, I have:
•
•
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candidate for North Vancouver in the 2015
Canadian federal election, and was named the
party’s 2015 Climate Critic
Attended COP21 as an invited advisor to the
Canadian Government delegation.

I discovered during the election that there was a huge
public appetite for political information - delivered
in an engaging, understandable and, at times,
entertaining manner. The oftentimes dry, jargon-laden
material reminded so much of technical scientific
climate papers - long winded, seemingly irrelevant,
boring and hard to break down. So I immersed my
campaign in social media - and talked about political
policies in everyday layman’s terms.
I continued to do exactly that at COP21. The Canadian
Green Party leader, Elizabeth May and I shot videos
daily explaining everything from how global climate
negotiations worked to where Canada stood, to the
role of other countries with Green MP’s. We officially
went “viral” when our last video of the conference hit
1 million views in under 24 hours of it being posted.
https://www.facebook.com/TheChoiceIsClaire/
But it is my love, and some would say skill, as a
climate science disseminator that brings me full
circle today, revisiting my CV and applying for a
communications job with Environment Canada.
Even though my CV feels bereft of a wide range of
experiences, I realize now that the past 30 years
have actually been building blocks to my future
employment. I am, and always will be, a talker (!) and
my passion is to educate and empower people to take
responsibility the world we live in.
Finally, as a group, members of the IABM are uniquely
positioned to do more than most. We have the respect
of millions of viewers worldwide - and with that
comes a certain degree of responsibility. The subject
of climate change is usually most palatable when
delivered by a trusted voice; our members are simply
that.
Claire Martin

2015

disasters in numbers
(1)

346 reported disasters
22 773 people dead
98.6 million people affected
US$66.5 billion economic damage

Top 10

Total of affected people
reported by country

Natural disasters by number of deaths

Total of economic damage
reported by country (in billion US$)

Earthquake, April

Nepal

8 831

Dem. Rep. of Korea

18 003 541

United States

24,88

Heat wave, June-August

France

3 275

India

16 558 354

China, P Rep

13,66

Heat wave, May

India

2 248

Ethiopia

10 210 600

Nepal

5,17

Heat wave, June

Pakistan

1 229

Nepal

5 640 301

United Kingdom

3,60

Landslide, October

Guatemala

627

Bangladesh

4 452 553

India

3,30

Heat wave, June-July

Belgium

410

Philippines

3 834 514

Chile

3,10

Flood, November-December

India

325

Malawi

3 438 995

Australia

2,40

Flood, July-August

India

293

China, P Rep

3 006 093

South Africa

2,00

Earthquake, October

Pakistan

280

Guatemala

2 809 910

Philippines

1,90

Flood, January

Malawi

278

South Africa

2 700 000

France

1,00

Top 10

Number of reported disasters by country

Europe

22

United States

Africa

Americas93
7
Per Continent

23

56

China, P Rep

Myanmar
Pakistan

10

19

India

6

26

7 Japan

Asia
152 15

Philippines

6

Indonesia

11

Bangladesh
Chile

7

Australia

22 Oceania

Per Country

(1): Natural disasters: Epidemic and insect infestations not included
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THE YEAR 2015 FROM REINSURANCE PERSPECTIVE
LOOKING AT STATISTICS OF MUNICH RE, IN ORDER TO HAVE SOME
ILLUSTRATION OF COST ATTRIBUTED TO THE EVENTS OF THE YEAR 2015

In their press release Munich
Re opens with the headline “El
Nino curbs losses from natural
catastrophes in 2015”.
Indeed
the climate phenomenon El Nino
(we have reported in detail) has
reduced the damage from natural
catastrophes in 2015. In general it
has been a year with less damage
compared to the previous year.
However about 94 Percent of lossrelevant natural disasters were
caused by weather.
Hurricane activity in the NorthAtlantic has been very low due
to this strong El Nino. 11 tropical
cyclones have been well below the
average of 14,8, for the warm phase
which has been ongoing since 1995.
Only 4 (average is 7,6) reached
hurricane strength. This is the reason
why overall and insured losses came
to just a fraction of the average of
previous years.
Science is considering that El Nino
may switch in 2016 to “La Nina”,
which also will have worldwide
consequences, for instance the
occurrence of more Hurricanes in
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the Northern Atlantic.
On the other hand El Nino fueled
the development of very intense
tropical storms in the NortheastPacific, partially due to higher watertemperatures occurring with this
event. While the long-term average
is 15,6, the actual number of storms
has summed up to 26, whereof
16 reached hurricane-strength
(normally 8,7), and 11 grew to severe
hurricanes. These storms very often
do not make landfall and therefore
don’t cause damage.
But when they reach land, they might
be extreme disastrous like one of
the strongest storms ever recorded
worldwide, and the most powerful
in the northeastern Pacific ever to
make landfall, with peak winds up
to 340 km/h he reached land – on
the 23rd of October very late in the
hurricane season in the federal state
of Jalisco (Mexico). Luckily the area
has not been densely populated,
because it contains a Biosphere
Reserve (Chamela-Cuixmala).
Additionally

early

warning

and

prompt evacuation through the
government helped to secure lives.
But still numerous buildings have
been destroyed through the storm.
Overall losses summed up to more
than US$ 0,5bn, with only a small
portion of this insured. “If the storm
had reached the nearby holidayresort of Puerto Vallarta, the damage
and losses would have been much
greater” Peter Höppe explained head
of Munich Re’s Geo Risk Research
Unit.
The El Niño phase had a considerable
effect on droughts and heatwaves,
especially in South America, Africa
and Southeast Asia. Overall losses
worldwide from such events last
year came to US$ 12bn, of which
US$ 880m was insured. However, the
highest losses from heatwave and
drought – albeit not influenced by El
Niño – were caused by the hot, dry
summer in Europe. The overall loss
totaled some US$ 2bn (€1.9bn); only
about a tenth of this was insured.
The costliest natural catastrophe
for the insurance industry in 2015
was the series of winter storms that

struck the northeastern United
States and Canada in February.
Insured losses came to US$ 2.1bn;
overall losses were US$ 2.8bn. Just
like the previous year, the entire
winter in the northeastern USA was
unusually cold and snowy. In Boston,
almost three meters of snow fell over
the winter months – an absolute
record.
Noteworthy
serious
flooding
and extreme precipitation in the
beginning of December in the
northern part of Great Britain by
storm Desmond in the county of
Cumbria and the border area with
Scotland, The storm continued
to parts of Scandinavia. Initial
estimates suggest losses from this
storm system over northern Europe
could reach US$ 1.5bn (€ 1.4bn),
with expected insured losses of
US$ 0.8bn (€ 0.7bn). The North of
England was hit by more storms with
heavy precipitation and flooding
at the end of the year. There are
only estimates about the damage
available, but could reach well over
1bn €. As areas were hit where
flooding occurred several years
before, flood protection measures
had been carried out, but could not
stop the flooding from these storms.

A similar weather-pattern over
weeks with storm and heavy
precipitation over the British Isles,
at the same time unusually mild and
calm weather in Central Europe, has
caused the flooding. These persisting
weather-patterns may intensify due
to changes in the location and track
of the Jetstream. Recent studies are
estimating that this might be linked
to the warming of arctic regions,
influenced by climate change.
A brief summary of the year 2015:
•
2015 saw the lowest losses
of any year since 2009. Overall losses
totaled US$ 90bn (previous year US$
110bn), of which roughly US$ 27bn
(US$ 31bn) was insured.
•
The loss amounts were
also below the long-term inflationadjusted average for the period
1985–2014 (overall losses US$
130bn, insured losses US$ 34bn).
•
The natural catastrophes of
the past year claimed 23,000 lives,
substantially more than the previous
year's figure of 7,700. However, the
number of victims was still some
way below the annual average for
the last 30 years (54,000).
•
For the first time, more

than a thousand loss events were
recorded in a single year. However,
this is primarily due to improved
communication of such events.
Particularly in years with fewer losses,
a lot of minor events are reported.
Another word to El Nino: Munich Re
is envisioning more El Nino events
during this century in the case
that the society will continue with
“business as usual”. El Nino scientists
(Cai et al., 2014) did some research
on this subject. According to their
results El Nino events occurring from
1891 to 1990 every 20 years or even
more seldom, could double in the
future period 1991 to 2090.
The main reason for this potential
development is the relatively
strong warming of the East Pacific
near the Equator under continuing
climate change. If a more favorable
emission scenario, as in Paris under
COP21 propagated, can be reached,
extreme El Nino events should occur
not as frequent.
Inge Niedek, February 2016
(Summary from Munich Re Press
releases 2016)
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WEATHER FROM DOWN UNDER
A VIEW FROM New Zealand
BY DANIEL CORBETT
Several months ago all the talk was about El Nino, one
of the biggest ever, and how it was going to bring us a
contrasting but dramatic Summer across New Zealand
and the rest of Australasia.
It also had the potential to be a painfully dry Summer
for east coast farmers. The first half of the Summer
certainly brought the effects of the monster El Nino that
was gripping the Pacific. The persistent westerly flow,
typical of El Nino patterns, brought rainfall amounts
well above normal on the west coast of the country but
further east the rain shadow effect from the southern
Alps kept eastern areas warm but painfully dry.

In addition the blocking, abundant moisture from the
tropics and the correct onshore flow help keep the
drought stricken areas limping along and avoiding the
worst case drought forecasts of earlier in the year.
The other big weather story in the southwest Pacific
was Tropical Cyclone Winston that tracked across the
region for nearly two weeks and was the worst storm in
history to impact Fiji. The storm was still intensifying as
it made landfall along the northeast coast of Viti Levu on
the evening of February 20th. Winds at the centre of the
storm reached 300km/h at the height of the storm. Fiji is
still recovering from the dramatic storm.
Image credit: MetService

The El Nino influence seemed to fade soon after it
peaked in the Pacific. It also did a disappearing act on

the New Zealand weather maps during the second half
of the Summer. Locals variations in the atmosphere
and ocean then took over the dominate roll on the
weather patterns for the second half of the Summer.
Atmospeheric blocking to the east of the country for the
late Summer kept a dominate ridge just east and warm
moist northerly winds bathing most of the country. The
net result was one of the warmest Februarys on record
for much of the New Zealand. Mean temperatures were
1-2C above their February means.
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In the last week or so, the strong anticyclone ridge axis
that lingers across New Zealand during Summer has felt
the first signs of the storm track(Roaring forties) nudging
at it from the south with slightly more aggressive
weather systems. The first signs of the seasonal change
into Autumn.

CARBON DIOXIDE LEVELS IN
ATMOSPHERE SPIKE
10 March 2016
The annual growth rate of atmospheric
carbon dioxide measured at the Mauna
Loa Observatory in Hawaii jumped by
3.05 parts per million during 2015,
the largest year-to-year increase in
56 years of research, according to the
U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA).
The development is significant
because Mauna Loa Observatory is
the oldest continuous atmospheric
measurement station in the world and
is widely regarded as a benchmark
site in the World Meteorological
Organization’s Global Atmosphere
Watch network.
WMO will issued its own report on
greenhouse gas concentrations in
2015 later this year, based on data
from 50 countries, including stations
high in the Alps, Andes and Himalayas,
as well as in the Arctic, Antarctic and
in the far South Pacific.
In January and February 2016, the
monthly average concentration of
CO2 across the globe (not just Mauna

Loa) passed the symbolic benchmark
of 400 parts per million. In February,
the level was 402.59 ppm, according
to NOAA.
The jump in CO2 is partially due to the
current El Niño weather pattern, as
forests, plant life and other terrestrial
systems responded to changes in
weather, precipitation and drought,
according to NOAA. The largest
previous increase occurred in 1998,
also a strong El Niño year.
“The impact of El Niño on CO2
concentrations is a natural and
relatively short-lived phenomenon,”
said WMO Secretary-General Petteri
Taalas. “But the main long-term driver
is greenhouse gas emissions from
human activities. We have the power
and responsibility to cut these.”
“This should serve as a wake-up call
to governments about the need to
sign the Paris Climate Agreement and
to take urgent action to make the
cuts in CO2 emissions necessary to
keep global temperature rises to well
below 2°C,” he said.

CO2 remains in the atmosphere
even for tens of thousands of years,
trapping heat and causing Earth
to warm further. Its lifespan in the
oceans is even longer. It is the single
most important greenhouse gas
emitted by human activities.
Concentrations of CO2 are subject to
seasonal and regional fluctuations.
The seasonal maximum usually occurs
early in the Northern hemisphere
spring before vegetation growth
absorbs CO2 levels are lower for the
rest of the year.
The amount of CO2 in the atmosphere
has increased on average by 2
ppm per year for the past 10 years,
reaching new record levels every
year, according to WMO’s annual
Greenhouse Gas Bulletin. The next
Bulletin, based on observations from
around the world, will be published in
November 2016.
The Global Atmosphere Watch network
spans more than 50 countries. All
stations are situated in unpolluted
locations.
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COMMUNICATION FOR DISASTER RISK REDUCTION:

Our Latest Challenge
BY MAURICIO N. SALDIVER

Last February, the United Nations
Office for Disaster Risk Reduction
(UNISDR) released a report called “The
Human Cost of the Hottest Year on
Record”.
On that analysis, the UNISDR stated
that the top five most disasterhit countries in 2015 were China
(26 disasters), USA (22), India (19),
Philippines (15) and Indonesia (11).
The head of the UN Office for Disaster
Risk Reduction, Robert Glasser, said:
“We have come through the hottest
year on record. 98.6 million people
were affected by disasters last year
and climate often aided by a strong
El Niño was a factor in 92% of those
events.
The most obvious impact was the 32
major droughts recorded which was
more than double the ten-year annual
average. These affected 50.5 million
people and many have continued into
this year, particularly in Africa”.
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The Centre for Research on the
Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED)
Director, Dr. Debarati Guha-Sapir,
commented: “At 22.773 deaths for
2015, overall disaster mortality was
considerably down on the ten-year
average of 76.424 deaths. It does seem
that early warnings are having an
impact in the case of storms. Further
investment in this area is warranted
by these numbers”.
For most of our viewers, listeners or
even more, our followers in social
media, we, the weather broadcasters,
commonly serve as their “early
warning system”, and I’m sure that we
contribute to a decrease the number
of deaths in a significant manner.
But we can do more than our forecasts
and warnings… we can educate and
train people driving it towards the
culture of resilience.
WHAT IS RESILIENCE?

A disaster is a “serious disruption of
the functioning of a community or a
society involving widespread human,
material, economic or environmental
losses and impacts, which exceeds
the ability of the affected community
or society to cope using its own
resources”
according
UNISDR
terminology.
Disaster risk can be determined
by the presence of three variables:
hazards (natural or anthropogenic);
vulnerability to a hazard; and
resilience.
Vulnerability is defined by the
characteristics and circumstances of
a community, system or asset that
make it susceptible to the damaging
effects of a hazard
Also according to UNISDR, “Resilience
is the ability of a system, community
or society exposed to hazards to
resist, absorb, accommodate to and
recover from the effects of a hazard

in a timely and efficient manner,
including through the preservation
and restoration of its essential basic
structures and functions”.
As weather broadcasters, we are
an important piece to warn people
about one of those factors: the
natural hazards (floods, hurricanes,
tornadoes, and other severe weather
conditions). And we - and our media
company - can play an important role
helping to save the lives of people
vulnerable to disasters, preparing
the community before a disaster and
promoting Disaster Risk Reduction
(DRR) among decision-makers and
the public at large.
WHAT WE CAN DO?
Scientific papers had evaluated the
effects of the early warnings spread
through television, radio, social media,
interpersonal intercommunication and
security forces without the necessary
action required by the individuals or
the community to mitigate or reduce
the risk of disaster. According to
these studies, in developing countries
most people continued their normal
business after a warning, while only
a small part of them took action to
protect themselves; the opposite for

countries with a culture of public
awareness in prevention.
Factors
relating
to
personal
circumstances, beliefs and attitudes,
the characteristics of the hazard or
potential disaster may have influenced
whether individuals chose to take the
right action. Is clear that, under same
circumstances, a community better
informed about hazards and actions
to reduce the risk of disaster were
much more likely to have taken the
appropriate actions than people who
lived in areas without this kind of
intervention.
That is our goal: to offer a helping
hand to people in risk (potential or
real, near or far) with tips to diminish
their disaster risk, improving their
resilience.
The media is a critical vehicle in this
endeavour. We can help to change
attitudes towards risk. In our weather
report we can give some tips regarding
how to proceed in case of flash
flood, earthquake, storm, climate
change or any natural or man-made
hazard. It seems to be obvious, but
I’m sure that in some regions of our
planet, disaster risk reduction is still
a relatively new topic and weather

broadcasters can build the awareness
of the public in general and decisionmakers in particular.
Organisations like the International
Federation of Red Cross and Red
Crescent Societies (IFRC), the European
Commission’s
Humanitarian
Aid
Department - Disaster Preparedness
programme (DIPECHO) and UNISDR –
among others - are working on that
basis. Weather broadcaster can team
up with those organizations and DRR
focal points to promote the culture
of prevention. We must ensure that
disaster risk reduction will be an
integral part of our daily routine.
This collaboration will help to give our
audience a broader understanding
of their vulnerabilities, while we are
expanding the effectiveness of our
forecasts in helping to reduce losses
in lives and property at the same
time.
If
we
focus
on
decreasing
vulnerabilities to weather and climate
related risks, our audience will benefit
now and they will be better prepared
for the risks related with the climate
change.
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